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ABSTRACT

Crafting Contracts as Services
FREEDOM TO TRADE FAIRLY
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The Fair Token Project (FTP) emerged from the rubble of some hard 
lessons. Some early projects failed as experimental features were 
battle tested in the real market. FTP is not simply a clone of another 
project; it is working to solve real issues that are corroding the 
community. FTP is developing game-changing developer tools to 
safeguard creators from bad actors. This whitepaper is not specific 
to any particular coin - but rather the entire FTP ecosystem which 
currently includes $GREEN, $GOLD, $DIAMND  and all FTP contract 
services.

FTP doesn’t measure success by the number of telegram 
members, twitter followers, or “wen lambo” memes-per-second. 
Therefore, you won’t see “1000 telegram members” on the 
roadmap. Instead, success is determined by services created, 
developer integrations, and trader retention. In other words, 
functional utility is valued over ephemeral social achievements.
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Tokens under Fair Token Project

• 3% Transaction Tax

TOKENOMICS

FEATURES:

• 100% Liquidity Tokens Burned

• Manual Bot Ban Built In
• Realtime Bot Countermeasures

(Pump ‘n Dump Bots)

• No Presale • No Dev Wallet

TOKENOMICS

FEATURES:

• 5% Transaction Tax
• 100% Liquidity Tokens Burned

• No Presale • No Dev Wallet

• Manual Bot Ban Built In
• FTP AntiBot Integration

(Pump ‘n Dump Bots)
(Swing Trading Bots)

(Sniping Bots)
(All Contracts)

PROJEKT
GREEN & PROJEKT

GOLD
$GREEN and $GOLD are utility currencies for FTP - allowing clients to 
purchase contract services offered through the deployment platform. 

$GOLD provided the proof-of-concept for FTP AntiBot.

PROJEKT DIAMOND
$DIAMND introduced the first generation of Ethereum 

reflection rewards for the FTP ecosystem. Without Projekt 
Diamond, there would have been no proof-of-concept.
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Prior to Fair Token Project, we created a token with a lottery system, 
we made many mistakes being complete neophytes in the market 
and eventually had our own project rugged out from under us. 
Through aggravation and disappointment we realized that there 
was something inherently missing from crypto. All that seemed to 
matter was buy first and get out. At the time we thought of ways we 
could gamify the system to provide traders with some new way to 
compete against each other for earnings. Little did we know that our 
early failure would be the catalyst for the creation of the most 

lucrative dividend service in the world.

Our initial business model targeted developers with a traditional tactic, which 
was providing documentation to our API service that was FTP AntiBot. What we 
learned is that the amount of actual developers in the market is completely 
abysmal. While we consistently sold 1-2 FTP AntiBot adoptions per week, they 
brought a heavy toll on our productivity. We essentially were writing each 
interested client’s contract for them. It became very clear to us that there was an 
opportunity to become the WordPress of contract creation in the crypto space. 
To make this come to fruition, we knew we had to create an ecosystem that 
addressed issues on multiple fronts, all at once. These avenues of opportunity 

would later become known as The Four Pillars of Fair Token Project.

After being attacked by a bot community during the launch of Projekt 
Orange, FTP declared war on bots. The proof of concept debuted in 
Projekt Green FTP AntiBot in Projekt Gold. Fair Token Project showed 
traders for the first time that there was a ray of hope for fairness in 
the market. At the same time of FTP AntiBot’s debut, FTP was also 
setting up proofs of concept for other services as well, such as FTP 
Staking and FTP ETH Redist. Gold proved that there was a far more 
lucrative and secure way for investors to fund the liquidity of crypto 
currencies. The lucky few who invested in Gold ILO have made 
extravagant returns, to date each investor has made 10X* of their 
contribution to the pool.

A look at the past few months
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FTP launches the AntiBot contract, 
which is swiftly adopted by $GOLD 
and tested and approved for other 
developers to use.

FTP launches its ease of access 
solidity compiler, allowing anyone to 

create a custom web3.0 smart 
contract within a matter of clicks

FTP Roadmap

Contract Publishing
Platform for Developers

FTP
ANTIBOT
LAUNCHED

FTP Liquidity is currently functional, 
we are working toward the web3 
platform and dashboard for this 
service which will provide lucrative 
and extremely low risk ILO options 
for investors.

FTP is providing a platform for developers 
to publish contract templates for customers 
to deploy with the click of a button. When a 

template is approved, it will be placed on 
the deployer page. When a template gets 
used, transaction royalties will be paid to 

the author of the template.

FTP
LIQUIDITY

FTP
DEPLOYER

FTP
PUBLISHING

Tying everything together we are 
creating the WordPress of crypto. 
Teams will be able to drag and drop 
modules to create feature rich 
contracts with absolutely no 
development experience.

1000 
DEPLOYMENTS
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FTP is focusing on functional utility and market security. The 
launch of AntiBot solved most of the risks associated with 
bots. With the release of Eth Redistribution we revitalized the 
fun and excitement in the space, everyone flocked to the 
lucrative dividends. With the final pillar created, all that is left 
to do is implement it to create a way for investors to securely 

fund projects without risk of a scam.

Protection Against Bots
& Malicious Actors

Feature Rich Token
Deployer

Rug/Dump-Free
Initial Liquidity Offering

Contract Publishing
Platform for Developers

4
Pillars

the
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FTP ECOSYSTEM

Public Access

FTP Deployer

Add or Raise Liquidity

Launch or Schedule

Customize

FTP Payroll

FTP AntiBot

FTP ILO

FTP ETH Reflect

FTP Buyback

Customize

Build your token from scratch 
using a selection of optional 

Choose a token from a list of 



The FTP AntiBot contract is simply a read function. It does not take 
any action against foul play, but simply relays information on the 
trader back to the developer. For instance, FTPAntiBot will tell the 

developer if the buyer or seller is a bot, but nothing more. The 
developer will choose how they handle bad actors. Fair Token 
Project aims to empower developers without forcing them to 

conform to any standards. 

FTP Antibot
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On top of the automatic liquidity 
locker, FTP is also rolling out a free 

liquidity locking service that 
anyone can use, regardless of 

whether or not they are launching 
through FTP. This will bring more 
widespread safety to the market 

and increase awareness for the FTP 
brand.

There is a current pain point in the market today with the presale model. In 
ICO, people buy into “pre-sales” to gain a better entry point for their 

investments. This model has carried into the altcoin crypto space, but it is 
severely flawed due to the sheer volume that coins see upon launch. You 

end up with a massive dump immediately after launch, and the idea of 
preventing selling for X time just doesn't fit into the Defi space. Pre-sales 

are simply not a fit for web3.0.

Our ILO model awards investors a percentage of each transaction. The 
benefits investors have by using FTP for their platform of choice are that 

they don’t have to time their sell offs but instead will make residual revenue 
throughout the allocated time period. FTP Liquidity is also the only platform 
that completely removes the risk of “rugging” from the developer. Liquidity 
funded through FTP is automatically locked into a vault the moment trading 

is opened on the coin. In an ILO, the developer of the token never has 
access to the liquidity keys. Teams can also choose whether to “burn” the 
keys automatically once a certain volume threshold is reached. If the keys 

are not burned, but instead released after the desired time period, they will 
go back to the investors and not to 

the developer.

FTP Liquidity
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FTP will foster innovation in the Ethereum ecosystem. 
Contract developers will be able to list their own contracts 

for deployers to choose from when launching new tokens. If 
a deployer chooses to launch a templated contract 

(developed by a community member), the contract developer 
will be paid royalties for transactions on that token.

Contract Publishing



With the Four Pillars in place, all that is left to do is create a sleek, easy to 
use interface that allows teams to drag and drop rich features into their 

contract. The complexity of code is completely abstracted for the team, and 
they are able to create a token within a matter of minutes. This enforces 

safe code and allows people with any skillset to create a decentralized 
web3.0 company. The result will be an influx of businesses coming to the 

market, which will bring an influx of investors, which will bring more 
lucrative opportunities for traders. 

FTP Deployer
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FEATURE RELEASE TIMELINE

LINKS

FTP Antibot Documentation
FTP Website

FTP Telegram $GREEN Telegram $GOLD Telegram $DIAMND Telegram
FTP Twitter FTP Medium

FTP GitHub FTP App

FTP Deployer with Partial Features
       FTP customizable contract with partial options
 FTP Payroll
 FTP AntiBot
 FTP ETH Reflect
       Deployment through FTP

FTP ILO (Initial Liquidity Offering) & updates to FTP Deployer
       ILO page to find upcoming tokens looking for funding
       FTP Deployer to add support for ILO options

FTP Liquidity Locking
       Free public-use liquidity locking for ALL tokens, inside and outside the FTP ecosystem

FTP Token Listing
       Various listing groups for highest volume, recently launched, and upcoming tokens          
       within the FTP Ecosystem

FTP Dividend data
       Earnings history chart with 1 hour precision, working precision down toward smaller                              
       intervals based on service usage.
       Withdraw history

FTP Deployer
       FTP service customization will be adding an FTP Buyback option, completing the first  
       generation of FTP Deployer services (Payroll, Antibot, ILO, ETH Reflect, Buyback)

FTP Community Developers
       Rollout will begin for a public CaaS (Contract as a Service) publishing site. Developers  
       will be able to submit contracts for use by the FTP Deployer. When a contract is chosen  
       and launched through the FTP Deployer, the author will receive transaction royalties in  
       perpetuity.

*There is no public release date for the features above. These updates will roll out seamlessly without unnecessary pressure from investors. These 
features are ordered by priority, and while the team is focused on priority items, some may be completed in different order.
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https://antibot.fairtokenproject.com
https://twitter.com/token_project
https://fairtokenproject.medium.com
https://github.com/fairtokenproject
https://fairtokenproject.com
https://app.fairtokenproject.com
https://t.me/fairtokenproject
https://t.me/projektgreen
https://t.me/projektgold
https://t.me/projektdiamond
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